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Henry Fielding had been, before turning to fiction, one of the most active and innovative of English playwrights, leading to what (in the opinion of one recent scholar) might have been "a period of theatrical activity paralleling that of the Elizabethan stage."1 But Fielding's plays were too strong for the government to tolerate; the Licensing Act of 1737 closed Fielding's theatre and regulated the English drama into a century and a half of controlled mediocrity. Fielding turned to other work, and his novels—particularly Joseph Andrews and Tom Jones—have drawn so much scholarly attention that the plays have been almost ignored. Indeed, until very recently almost none of these plays was in print,2 and only one—The Tragedy of Tragedies—had appeared in a satisfactory scholarly edition.3 The plays of Fielding,

2 The following are the Fielding plays now in print:
The Historical Register for the Year 1736 and Eurydice Hissed, ed. William W. Appleton, University of Nebraska Press, 1967.
It is worth noting that Fielding's more conventional comedies like The Miser and The Modern Husband are not represented; his most important political farce, Pasquin, is likewise unobtainable.
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highly unorthodox in their staging and highly topical, required intensive work.

This was the project that Professor Charles B. Woods set himself. Fielding's plays formed the subject of his Harvard dissertation in 1935, and a brief article in PMLA in 1937 gave a bare suggestion of how much could be done. His goal was an edition, and, in the war years and their aftermath, that seemed hopelessly remote. In the late 1950's, however, The Wesleyan University Press agreed to sponsor a complete Fielding edition, with the three volumes of plays to be edited by Professor Woods. Though hindered by illness, he did complete much of the basic research, but in effect the opportunity had come too late. One play, The Author's Farce, was in near-final form so that, stripped of the technical apparatus prepared for the Wesleyan edition, it could appear in the popular Regents Restoration Drama Series of the University of Nebraska Press. After Professor Woods' death in February 1965, his papers and microfilms were placed at the disposal of the Wesleyan editors, and in time the microfilms—both those owned by Woods and those acquired by The University of Iowa for him—will be returned to Iowa for use with his basic Fielding collection. That collection has been acquired by The University of Iowa Libraries.

Bibliographical problems abound in Fielding works, particularly in the hastily-published plays and the ephemeral tracts, and so it was on these items that Woods focused his collection. The major things—like a first edition of Tom Jones—were there, but the heart of the collection is in the plays. These books are for the most part working copies, and not all would appear to advantage in a display case. Some are unbound, a few even disbound, some inelegantly cropped. But almost without exception the copies are free from defects or losses that would impair the books' usefulness for purposes of bibliographical description. Woods did not try to collect duplicates, but used his own copies as points of departure for comparison with other copies, either directly or on microfilm. This comparison is of some importance, for in Fielding's plays things are not always what they seem: there are two almost identical printings of The Author's Farce, either of which might be the first edition; The Grub-Street Opera has a title-page date of 1731 but was probably printed nearer to 1760; the edition of The Historical Register listed as the first in Cross's bibliography turns out to be a Scottish piracy. This is probably only a small sampling of what can be found.

4 "Notes on Three of Fielding's Plays," PMLA, 52 (1937), 359-73.
5 The first two of these are discoveries by Woods. For The Author's Farce and
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The basic collection acquired by the University Library consists only of primary works; it is hoped that in time the University will acquire more of the eighteenth-century books that Professor Woods assembled around the Fielding collection. His collection meshes with the Fielding materials the Library already owns. There are thus now some duplications (e.g., the Library already had copies of *Temple Beau* and *Pamquin*) but more filling of gaps (the Woods collection has the first and fourth editions of *Tom Jones*, while the Library had a conflation of the first two editions and the third edition).

A memorial fund for Professor Woods has been established within The University of Iowa Foundation. A considerable portion of this fund will be used for further purchases to strengthen the Fielding collection.

No editions of Fielding’s works which appeared after 1800 have been included in this handlist. The items are arranged in roughly the same order as they appear in the “Bibliography” in volume 3 of Wilbur L. Cross, *The History of Henry Fielding* (New Haven: Yale University Press; London: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 1918). When more exact information is available, such as that in *The Rothschild Library: A Catalogue of the Collection of Eighteenth-Century Books and Manuscripts formed by Lord Rothschild* (Cambridge: Privately Printed at the University Press, 1954), it has been given. Occasionally additional information is given when there is some reason to believe that the Woods copy differs from that seen by Cross. Unfortunately the limitations of space have made it impossible to record signature collations, press figures, etc. in a systematic way.

I

**FIELDING’S PUBLISHED WORKS**

*Love in Several Masques*. London: John Watts. 1728. [Cross, 290]

*The Temple Beau*. London: J. Watts. MDCCXXX. [Cross, 290]

*The Author’s Farce; and the Pleasures of the Town*. London: J. Roberts. MDCCXXX. [Cross, 290-91; Woods, 01]


*Tom Thumb*. London: J. Roberts. 1730. [12° in two sheets. II A-B⁶. This edition contains the preface, prologue and epilogue; it is not in Cross. This becomes *The Tragedy of Tragedies.* See below.]

The *Historical Register*, see the editions cited in note 2 above. Woods’ memo on *The Grub-Street Opera* was first published by Edgar V. Roberts, “*Mr. Seedo’s London Career and His Work with Henry Fielding,*” *Essays in English Neoclassicism in Memory of Charles B. Woods (Philological Quarterly)*, 45 [1966], 187, n. 20.

The Coffee-House Politician; or, the Justice Caught in his own Trap. London: J. Watts. MDCCXXX. [Cross, 291-92; Masengill, III, a.7 This is the second edition of Rape upon Rape.]

The Tragedy of Tragedies; or the Life and Death of Tom Thumb the Great. London: J. Roberts. MDCCXXXI. [Cross, 292]


The Tragedy of Tragedies. The Sixth Edition. Edinburgh: James Reid. MDCCCLXX.


The Letter-Writers: Or, a New Way to Keep A Wife at Home. London: J. Roberts. MDCCXXXI. [Cross, 292]

The Welsh Opera: or, the Grey Mare the better Horse. London: Printed for E. Rayner, and sold by the Booksellers of London and Westminster. 1731. [Half-title. This imprint not recorded by Cross. Revised and published as The Grub-Street Opera.]

The Lottery. London: J. Watts. MDCCXXXII. [Cross, 293-94]


The Mock Doctor: or The Dumb Lady Cur'd. London: J. Watts. MDCCXXXII. [Cross, 296]


The Miser. London: J. Watts. MDCCXXXIII. [Cross, 297]


The Miser. . . . To which is prefix'd the Life of the Author. Edinburgh: Martin & Witherspoon. MDCCCLXI.


---


9 "And Sold by RICHARD WELLINGTON at . . ." has been added under the imprint. The remainder of this additional imprint has been trimmed.
The Intriguing Chambermaid. London: J. Watts. MDCCL.

Don Quixote in England. London: J. Watts. MDCCLIV.

Don Quixote in England. London: J. Wenman. MDCCLXXVII.

An Old Man taught Wisdom; or, the Virgin Unmask'd. London: John Watts. MDCXXXXV. [Cross, 298]

An Old Man Taught Wisdom, or, the Virgin Unmask'd. The Fourth Edition. London: J. Watts. MDCXLIX.

An Old Man Taught Wisdom; or, the Virgin Unmask'd. The Seventh Edition. London: Printed for the Proprietor. MDCCLXX.


The Virgin Unmasked; A Musical Entertainment. By Henry Fielding, Esq. Taken from the Manager's Book at the Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane. London: Printed by R. Butters, n.d.

Pasquin. London: J. Watts. MDCXXXV. [Cross, 290; Rothschild, 840]

Pasquin. London: J. Watts. MDCXXXVI. [8° in half sheets. A4 B-H4. This edition has the title in black; it is not in Cross.]


The Historical Register, For the Year 1736 . . . To which is added . . . Eurydice Hiss'd, or, A Word to the Wise. London: J. Roberts, n.d. [Cross, 301. A8 B-D8. This edition is called the second by Cross, but is almost certainly the first. His first edition seems to be a piracy.]

The Historical Register, For the Year 1736 . . . To which is added . . . Eurydice Hiss'd. Dublin: Printed by S. Powell for G. Risk, G. Ewing and W. Smith, 1737.

The Historical Register, For the Year 1736 . . . To which is added . . . Eurydice Hiss'd. London: J. Watts. 1741.

Of True Greatness. An Epistle to The Right Honourable George Dodington, Esq. London: C. Corbet. 1741. [Cross, 302-03; Rothschild, 841; fragment: lacks last two leaves.]

The Opposition. A Vision. London: T. Cooper. 1742. [Cross, 305]


Plutus, the God of Riches. London: T. Waller. MDCXLIII. [Cross, 307]


Miscellanies. In Three Volumes. London: Printed for the Author: And sold by A. Millar. MDCXLIII. [Cross, 308-09; Eddy, first edition, first state]11

The Charge of the Jury: or, the Sum of Evidence, on the Trial of A.B.C.D. and E. F. London: M. Cooper. 1745. [Not in Cross]

The Debauchees: or, the Jesuit Caught. London: Printed by and for J. Watts; and Sold by him . . . and by W. Reeve. MDCXLVI.

The Debauchees: or, the Jesuit Caught. The Third Edition. London: J. Watts. MDCCCL.

A Dialogue between the Devil, the Pope, and the Pretender. London: M. Cooper. MDCCXLV. [Cross, 312]

The Female Husband: or, the Surprising History of Mrs. Mary, alias Mr. George Hamilton. London: M. Cooper. 1746. [Not in Cross]

A Dialogue between a Gentleman of London, Agent for two Court Candidates, and an Honorable Alderman Of the Country Party. London: M. Cooper. 1747. [Cross, 315; Todd, state b]12

A Proper Answer to a Late Scurrilous Libel. Dublin: Printed by S. Powell, For G. Faulkner and A. Bradley. MDCCXLVIII.

The History of Tom Jones, A Foundling. In Six Volumes. London: A. Millar. MDCCXLIX. [Cross, 316-17; Rothschild, 850]


A Charge Delivered to the Grand Jury. London: Millar, 1749. [Cross, 319]

An Enquiry Into the Causes of the late Increase of Robbers. London: A. Millar. M.DCC.LI. [Cross, 320]


A Proposal for Making an Effectual Provision for the Poor. London: A. Millar. MDCC.LIII. [Cross, 325; Rothschild, 854; folding plan in photostat] –


The Life of Mr. Jonathan Wild the Great. A New Edition. London: A. Millar. MDCC.LIV. [Cross, 325-26; Rothschild, 856]


II

WORKS TO WHICH FIELDING CONTRIBUTED


13 Ibid., pp. 72-75.
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Familiar Letters between the Principal Characters in David Simple, And Some Others. To which is added, A Vision. By the Author of David Simple. London: Printed for the Author: And Sold by A. Millar. MDCCXLVII. [Cross, 314] Preface and five letters by Fielding.

III

WORKS ASSOCIATED WITH FIELDING

An Apology for the Life of Mr. T. C., Comedian Supposed to be written by Himself. London: J. Mechell. 1740. [Cross, 337; Todd, edition B.14 Often attributed to Fielding; certainly not by T. Cibber.]


[Eliza Haywood and William Hatchett?] The Opera of Operas; or, Tom Thumb the Great. Alter’d from the Life and Death of Tom Thumb the Great. London: William Rayner. MDCCXXXIII. [Cross, 350-51]

An Historical View of the Principles, Characters, Persons, &c. of the Political Writers in Great Britain. London: W. Webb. MDCCXL. [Contains a sketch of Fielding’s early career.]


A Letter to a Noble Lord, To whom alone it Belongs. Occasioned by a Representation at the Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane, of a Farce, called Miss Lucy in Town. London: T. Cooper. MDCCXLII. [Cross, 343. Attributed to Fielding.]


Joseph Reed. Tom Jones, A Comic Opera. London: Printed for Becket and DeHondt; and Richardson and Urquhart. MDCCCLXIX. [Cross, 353]

Remarks upon the Account of the Conduct of a Certain Duchess. London: T. Cooper. MDCCXLII. [The pamphlet to which Fielding replied in A Full Vindication of the Duchess Dowager of Marlborough.]

14 Ibid., pp. 70-71.
THE
Intriguing Chambermaid.
A
COMEDY
OF TWO ACTS.
As it is Acted at the
THEATRE-ROYAL in Drury-Lane,
By His MAJESTY's Servants.

Taken from the French of REGNAUD,
By HENRY FIELDING, Esq;

Majores nusquam ronchi; juvenesque
Et pueri nasum Rhinocerotis babent. Martial.

LONDON:
Printed for J. WATTS at the Printing-Office in
Wild-Court near Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

M D C C L.
[Price One Shilling.]

Title page of Henry Fielding's comedy The Intriguing Chambermaid, 1750, from the Charles B. Woods Collection.
AN ENQUIRY
Into the CAUSES of the late Increase of Robbers, &c.

WITH SOME PROPOSALS for Remedyng this GROWING EVIL.

IN WHICH
The Present Reigning Vices are impartially expos'd; and the Laws that relate to the Provision for the Poor, and to the Punishment of Felons are largely and freely examined.

Non jam sunt mediocres hominum libidines, non humanæ audaciae ac tolerandæ. Nibil cogitant nisi cædem, nisi incendia, nisi rapinas. Cic. in Catil. 2d

By HENRY FIELDING, Esq;
Barrister at Law, and one of His Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the County of Middlesex, and for the City and Liberty of Westminster.

THE SECOND EDITION.

LONDON:
Printed for A. MILLAR, opposite to Katharine-Street, in the Strand. MDCCLII.

Fielding was not only a novelist and a dramatist but also a justice of the peace. Above is the title page from one of his contributions to the literature of crime, An Enquiry into the Causes of the Late Increase of Robbers, 1751.